THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
The Latter Days of Unarius

Don't forget, if you have a problem with your
sanctuary, always remember that the
Gentiles have their own
sanctuaries, in addition to
Olympus, which is minus
Hephaistos.

Since a wise and well and
eloquent teacher of the
Gentiles has taken the
polemic against the Temple
and the Temple organs,
we have all become
sharers of the
sanctuary.
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T HE PINHEAD IS NEXT
ROBYN LANEY

If you're into anything non-mainstream, this is the place to come. The city's newest gay bar, The Pinhead, is a hit with the local gay community.

Located in the heart of the shopping district, it has a great atmosphere and attracts a diverse crowd. With a variety of drinks and a comfortable seating area, it's perfect for catching up with friends or meeting new ones.

The Pinhead also has a full menu of food, including sandwiches, salads, and wraps. They offer a range of vegan and gluten-free options, so there's something for everyone.

To ensure the safety of its patrons, The Pinhead has strict COVID-19 protocols in place, including a mandatory mask policy and regular cleaning and sanitizing of the premises.

If you're looking for a fun and welcoming atmosphere, look no further than The Pinhead. It's definitely worth a visit!
FROM THE HIP

Matthew Alice

Dear Matthew Alice,

I've been reading your column, "The Hip," and I've noticed a few things about your writing style. While I enjoy your unique voice and perspective, I believe there are a few areas where you could improve your writing. First, I noticed you often use long, complex sentences that can be difficult to follow. It might be helpful to simplify your language and make your points clearer. Second, I've noticed you tend to use a lot of colloquialisms and slang, which can come across as unprofessional. It might be beneficial to use more formal language in your writing. Finally, I've noticed you sometimes overuse certain words and phrases, which can make your writing repetitive. It might be helpful to vary your vocabulary and sentence structure to add more variety to your writing.

Sincerely,
Bob

The 1991 Health Club Awards

by City Sports Magazine

"Family Fitness Centers. Great new equipment, extremely low prices... New Centers are opening up all over the Southland, with wide ranges of modern cardio equipment."

Ray Wilson and Suja Wilson, founders of Family Fitness Centers, and Bruce Wilson, the youngest of their six siblings, Mr. Wilson is also the original designer of the Litesport Exercise Bicycle.

50% OFF!

Two people for the price of one, or one person ½ off. Each person pays regular dues.

50% OFF!

For a limited time, buy a "91" Hylkon/"Hylkon" mountain bike and get our 1991 Air Force "Racing" helmet. Special offer ends soon, so act fast.

SPECIALIZED

Adopt-A-Name Off You Head

Give yourself a head start on saving cycling fun, for a limited time, buy a "1991 Specialized Hardrock" to locomotion" mountain bike" and get our 1991 Air Force "Racing" helmet. SPECIALIZED Special offer ends soon, so act fast.

For our free offer will go to your head

Aerovent Sports Enright Skye / St. Paul, MN / 612-787-4900

50% OFF!

For a limited time, buy a "91" Hylkon/"Hylkon" mountain bike and get our 1991 Air Force "Racing" helmet. SPECIALIZED Special offer ends soon, so act fast.

Of Peep Shows and Piano Bars

Story by Richard Meltzer
Illustration by Sharron Eltmann

Johnny Botton once said that while he didn't personally know what jazz was, he was dead sure Sting didn't either.

A piano player's strategy to teach the new jive music to other players. (I'm sorry. I don't know what the jive music is too.)

'What's the matter with Sting?' I asked the guy. 'I mean, I can't understand it. He's a brilliant musician. Why would he want to be a jive player?'

'I don't know,' he said. 'I guess he just wanted to try something new.'

'I don't think that makes sense,' I said. 'Why would he want to try something new if he already knows how to play the piano?'

'I don't know,' he said. 'Maybe he just wanted to have some fun.'

I didn't know what to say to that.
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY

Urania is a real cutie from the microscopy world. She was discovered on the higher premises of the California Academy of Sciences, Secretary's Office, on October 31, 1971. Her discovery was made by Dr. E.C. Crick, a specialist in the field of microscopy.

Urania is a very special creature. She is a member of the Urania family, which is a very small and unique group of insects. These insects are known for their bright, iridescent colors and their ability to change colors in response to their environment.

Ruth Norman left Los Angeles and eventually chose the unique and unusual San Diego Zoo as home for her Urania Academy.

According to published accounts, the Academy was founded on August 15, 1968, by Ruth and Charles Norman. The Academy is a non-profit organization dedicated to the study and preservation of the Urania family. It is located in a beautiful location in the San Diego Zoo and is open to the public.

"It is said that they don't treat you black people on the riverboat like you do in Georgia!"
"Sometimes we drive down to town just to buy another wedding gown. She loved these wedding gowns. And she'd wear them in these symbolic wedding processions at the center."
NO COMPROMISES.
The best deals and The best selection.

HEAVY-DUTY TRIPOD MIC STAND
Regular Price: $39.95
Save $10 OFF
New only: $29.95

JUICE IT • GOOSE IT • LIGHT IT UP
Regular Price: $99.95
Save $40 OFF
New only: $59.95

NEW FROM AUDIO TECHNICA
DYNAMIC SOUND AT DRAMATIC DISCOUNTS
The Audio Technica AT-90
New only:
Save over 50%
That's $475

A KAWAI AND ALESIS PACKAGE
SAVE OVER 50% ON A COMPLETE MUSIC PRODUCTION SYSTEM
Kawai M5000 X9000 System
New only: $1599

YOUR SOFTWARE HEADQUARTERS.
The Hottest Titles on the Market!
Professional
Voiceover
Upgrade
Docking Station
Guitar
Duet
CD Walkman
USB Video X4
Font Disk
MP3 Player
Music Printer Plus
Tempo Armory
Softsynth
Data in a Box
PC Games

SALE OVER 50%!
SAVE OVER 80%

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
We're not satisfied until you are.
SAN DIEGO
6333 B Canon Boulevard
(619) 583-9731

HAVE IT ALL.

Guitar Center
Not available.
Secret Sex Tapes: City Planning Scandal

Universal sources at City Hall have uncovered tape recordings that show new City Planning Commission member Helen Copley at the City Planning Office in red may. Excerpts from the tapes follow:

April 30, 1985 City Planning Commission Meeting

Helen Copley: New Face in Town

HELEN COPELY:
SD Reader Print to Shrink by 33 1/3% 

Before: 27 pages

After: 18 pages

April 30, 1985 City Planning Commission Meeting

Helen Copley: New Face in Town

BEFORE

April 30, 1985 City Planning Commission Meeting

Helen Copley: New Face in Town
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MAJOR MO

Sydney .......... $540
London .............. $615
Paris ................ $725
Hong Kong ...... $345
Costa Rica ....... $495
Tokyo .............. $699
NYC/DC/BOS .... $372
Hong Kong .... $739
LA - Honolulu - Fiji - New Zealand - Sydney - LA -$1139
Mauritius .. $415

*Student/young stays may apply

619 286-8522

Futon Gallery

Party Packages to Mexico
6 days, 4 nights

ACAPULCO $343
MAZATLAN $262
PUERTO VALLARTA $290
LA PAZ $285
CANCUN $498
IXTAPA $448

MiriMar Sleep Center

Victoria Travels

277-9100
American Voice Mail

IMMEDIATE CASH

We Buy Diamonds
Rolex
Pierrot Etc.

Need a Telephone Number? Have we got the answer for your
VOICE MAIL

Introducing INTRODUCTORY OFFER 1: CRUISE FOR THE PRICE OF 1!
1-day Miami Express & 1-day aboard the M/S Express Puerto La Paz, 3-night package.

From $547.00 PP, including all *plus taxes
EUROPE $758 PP + Air

Need a nearby vacation? How about MAZATLAN 3 NIGHTS Package only $270

Call 497-2100

Abercrombie & Fitch

1650 Michigan Ave.

213-648-1041

Open daily 9 to 6
Malashock Waves

BY JONATHAN SAULLE

The Malashock Estate & Company is a multi-million dollar conglomerate based in New York City. The company operates in various fields including real estate, publishing, and entertainment. The Malashock family is known for their philanthropy and involvement in cultural events. The estate has been the site of numerous social gatherings and is considered a symbol of luxury and exclusivity.

lated by Stephen Malashock, the current owner of the estate, is described as being overwhelmed by an excess of sensory input.

Interested, however, by a number of feature stories recently appearing concerning the Malashock Estate and its secrets.

It is not clear what the main focus of these stories is, but the stories themselves suggest a series of events in which they centre on various aspects of the estate, including its history, architecture, and the lives of its residents.

The stories also include interviews with key figures associated with the estate, such as staff members and neighbors.

Unfortunately, due to the sensitive nature of the information, I am unable to provide further details.

People Meeting People

We guarantee the largest selections of birds, cages, etc. and supplies.

Two Locations:

Our Feathered Friends
4031, 500 N.
S.D. 289-9134

A Bird Haven
2205 E. Valley Pkwy.
Escondido 741-2632

Exotic Birds, Cages & Supplies

HYPNOSIS

- Permanent weight control
- Complete stress relief
- Master self image
- Stop smoking in 22 minutes
- Smoking a became a nonissue

Quality mobile electronics by...

PRECISION

To order by mail please send a check or money order for $1.95:

$1.95 shipping & handling

3110 W. Valley Parkway
San Diego, CA 92154
Hollywood Dog

BY JEFF SMITH

Instead of mance and safety, there's an expressiveness to have the whole thing over with...

A triangular partnership is supposed to exist between artists, critics, and the public.

Jazz Judas Goat

BY STEPHEN SIMONSON

cannot come to an agreement for several years. In the end, they are left with a decision that they will share the profits equally. However, this might not be the best solution for everyone involved. It is important to consider the individual goals and values of each person in the partnership to ensure that they are satisfied with the arrangement.

GRAND OPENING!

John Michael Affordable Leather Fashions For Women And Men.

Bridal Fashion Center

GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY $14.95

Bike Group Ride in the Loire Valley, France

Bridal Fashion Center

FREE $10.00 off a new dress!
QUARTER NOTES

BY JONATHAN BLOOM

MAINLY MOZART: OPENING CONCERT

When the La Jolla Symphony and Chorus presented a Mozart program last year, it was masterly. This season, the orchestra is back with a similar program, but this time the conductor is not the same. The opening concert, which takes place on Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Mandell-Weiss Theatre, will feature some of the same music as last year, but with a new twist.

The program will include Mozart's Symphony No. 25 in G minor, KV 183, which was written in 1779 when Mozart was just 16 years old. The symphony is known for its dramatic and powerful opening, and it has become one of Mozart's most popular works.

Also on the program is Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 23 in A Major, KV 488, which was written in 1785. The concerto is one of Mozart's most technically demanding works, and it requires a skilled pianist to perform it properly.

The orchestra will also perform Mozart's Serenade No. 10 in B-flat Major, KV 361, which was written in 1786. This serenade is known for its sweet and lyrical melodies, and it is one of Mozart's most beloved works.

The concert will be conducted by the new music director of the La Jolla Symphony, Thomas Adès, who is known for his innovative and dynamic conducting style. Adès has been praised for his ability to bring out the best in the orchestra, and he is expected to deliver a powerful and moving performance of these works.

The La Jolla Symphony and Chorus is one of the finest orchestras in the country, and it is known for its excellent musicianship and dedication to the music. The orchestra's previous performances have been highly praised, and it is widely regarded as one of the top orchestras in the world.

The opening concert is sure to be a memorable and exciting event, and it is sure to be a great way to start the La Jolla Symphony and Chorus's 2023-2024 season. So don't miss out on this wonderful opportunity to hear some of Mozart's greatest works performed by one of the world's finest orchestras.
Reader's Guide to Restaurants

THE LOBSTER WAR!
WHOLE LIVE MAINE LOBSTER
$12.95

STEAK & CRAB LEGS
$10.95

Available
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
LIMITED TIME OFFER!

SEÑOR TROY'S

Reader's Readers'
Special Early Bird
Weekday Dinner $9.95

NORTH INLAND

COUPON
2 DINNER FOR $10.95

COCO PALMS TROPICAL BISTRO

Enjoy ocean surf view at
Coco Palms Tropical Bistro

Sunday Brunch Buffet $11.95

SEAFOOD FESTIVAL
In These Difficult Times,
McCormick & Schmick's Brings You...

New Menu!
Lower Prices!!!

Featuring: Pastas, Pizzas, Early Dinner Specials and still... the Freshest Seafood and Best Oysters in San Diego.

Now More Affordable Than Ever!

THE PRIME IS PRIMO...
INTRO OFFER $7.95
COMPLETE PRIME RIB DINNER

The rich woods of our newly remodelled interior provide a comfortable setting for the food from Smoking brisk, Seared Shrimp and Slow-Roasted Chicken to the Freshest Fish available. Best of all our Prime Rib is Prime-thic juicy, succulent, beautifully seasoned and served to order. NOW AVAILABLE AT $7.95 FOR A COMPLETE PRIME RIB DINNER!

LA JOLLA
8940 Villa La Jolla Dr.
587-1993
Linda: Jim answered my Phone Match ad in March 1990. He said it was the best one in the Reader.
Jim: It was!
Linda: I had already gotten 25 responses, I was having some trouble sorting through them. I called him on his cell phone, shortlisted to my â€œshort list.â€
Jim: I left her the shortest message. It intrigued her.
Linda: We had our first date at a great Greek restaurant downtown. I told him I’d be wearing a navy blue suit.
Jim: And I was the guy in the Irish kilts. She spotted me right away.
Linda: The lunch went longer than we planned. We really enjoyed talking to each other.
Jim: We dated through the summer. She asked me to marry her in October.
Linda: He declined!
Jim: I took her out to a romantic brunch near the ocean. I told her we should consider buying a condominium.
Linda: I said, “I can’t just live with you. We’d have to… you know…”
Jim: And I said, “I accept!”
Linda: We got married on December 8 in Orlando, Florida. My mother gave us our wedding.
Jim: We’re having another reception out here for our west coast friends.
Linda: Now I come to work with a smile on my face.
Jim: I was waiting for someone like her. I met my Ms. Right.
Linda: Stop.
Jim: She’s like the perfect flower.
Linda: Stop!
Jim: …Like the perfect bouquet.
Linda: He’s being silly tonight.
Jim: Want to come to our reception?

1-900-844-6282
Magazine
$1.95/first minute
EMPHATIC GESTURES

Picture this: a performer, standing on stage, facing an audience. The performer moves, a fluid motion, as if guided by an invisible force. A dancer, in the center of the stage, moves in a series of graceful, sweeping gestures. Each movement is deliberate, each step precise. The audience watches, captivated by the performer's commands.

The performer lifts a hand, a sign of authority. They reach into their pocket, a repeated action, as if searching for something. Suddenly, a flash of light, a moment of intense focus. The performer glaciers, slow and controlled, in a dance of light and shadow. The audience watches, mesmerized, as the performer's movements speak volumes.

INHERIT THE WIND

The winds of change are blowing, stirring the ashes of the past into new forms. The beauty of the wind lies in its unpredictability, its ability to shape the world around it. Just like the wind, the events of the past have shaped the present, leaving a legacy for the future.

HOT WASP

Lost in the heat of the moment, the Hot Wasp stirs, ready to take flight. The sound of their wings hums, a symphony of energy. The Hot Wasp soars, leaving behind a trail of excitement and adventure.
READER'S GUIDE TO THE THEATER

SOUTH COAST REPERTORY THEATRE presents

THE LADY AND THE CLARINET
by Philip Venables
Michael Cuskelly
Directed by Peter Stone

Interactive Dinner Mystery Theatre
"Charming... fast... funny." - L.A. Times

NOW TWO LOCATIONS!
"Killing Mr. Withers"
"Murder At Cafe Noir"

TINITY

CALL 587-1530

SAN DIEGO REPERTORY THEATRE
Two Extraordinary Shows Now Playing:

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW
BOOK, MUSIC & LYRICS BY RICHARD O'BRIEN
"RED-HOT!" - USA TODAY
"SEE IT!" - USA WEEKLY
"A ROCK-SOLID HIT!" - NEW YORK TIMES

LIVE ON STAGE!
Winner of 6 Obie Awards!

DON'T MISS THIS MESMERIZING PORTRAIT OF HOME, LOVE AND WAR - SEE IT THIS WEEKEND!

AT THE REP! CALL 235-8025

Stories About the Old Days
by BILL HARRIS
"The Bowery has another gram..."
It's hard to imagine a more
stirring production.

TRILOGY THEATRE COMPANY presents

LORDLY SYSTEM'S "THE GOOD DOCTOR"
by HARVEY FIERSTEN
NEIL SIMON'S "THE GOOD DOCTOR"
Comedy with music

JUNE 8 - JULY 27
Discount Preview, June 8 & 7
7:30 PM $15 - $25
Call 481-1055

PROM NIGHT ROMANCE

Cinderella Carriage Co.

TALIS OF T COUNTRY

JUNE 22 - JULY 7
May 26 - July 7
239-9885

"Heart of Darkness" with apple pie and vanilla ice
don the side - "The Village Voice"
OFFicieAL

TUBA MAN'S

LIVE MUSIC THURS, FRI, SAT.

THURS, JUNE 4

Crawlin' King Snakes

FRI, JUNE 5

Steele Blue

SAT, JUNE 6

Impact

1919 MORENA BLVD. 276-8667
POOL, CAFE'S, CAMPUS

BLOW YOU AWAY
THURSDAYS, LADIES NIGHT
(LADIES NO COVER)

In the midst of the newly created jungle, located near Zona Rio in Tijuana. It found the party spot that will enthrall thousands of party-goers and

91X

LOLLAPALOOZA
Festival

Jane's Addiction
Siouxsie and the Banshees
Living Colour
Nine Inch Nails
Ice T
Butthole Surfers
Rollins Band

SATURDAY - JULY 20 - 1 PM

DEVORE STADIUM
SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE
ON SALE SATURDAY 10 AM!

For long distance calls to 91X. Rates available at any 91X Radio Store. All calls including 91X Radio Store, Long Phone and other local phone companies charges are billed back to the caller. All phone charges will apply to the caller. For more information call 800-91X or the 91X Radio Store 200-2002.
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Music Plus Salutes Black Music Month

WIN A HARLEY DAVIDSON XLH-883 SPORTSTER. Courtesy of STDMC. Plus More! See it at participating HARLEY DAVIDSON Dealers

CHOOSE FROM THESE HITS ON SALE

CASSETTES
$7.98 Each

COMPACT DISCS
$11.98 Each

NOW 4 LOCATIONS IN SAN DIEGO

COLLEGE AREA
3420 CLAREMONT BLVD.
CLAREMONT
2020 CLAREMONT BLVD.
PONT LONA
2310 CLAREMONT BLVD.

WE'RE OPEN 9 A.M. TO 11 P.M. EVERYDAY

SALE SUBJECT TO STOCK ON HAND. PRICES GOOD 4/19 & 4/20.
Johnny Winter
with special guest artists Buddy Blue

This Tuesday, June 11
8 p.m. concert • doors open at 7 p.m.

For tickets call 690-2277 Noon - 6 p.m. Monday - Saturday
No service charge for phone or mail orders
Visa, MasterCard and checks accepted

Front Row

A division of the East County Performing Arts Center
792 East Main (Suite 100) • El Cajon, CA 92021

The French Connection
Dining • Dancing • Cocktails
NightLife

Thursday, June 11
Friday, June 12
Saturday, June 13

Etouffee

Tuesday, June 11
Fashion Auction Show
by Gabrielle • Starting at 6:30 p.m.

Join us for Sunday Brunch - 10:00

The Immediate Story
We are back and "HAPPY TO BE A PART OF THE INDUSTRY OF HUMAN HAPPINESS"...again!

Best Value CD Cassette
Thursday's Live Music: Liquid Jesus, Club Diego's: 500 Cash, 1 PM-6 PM.
Friday & Saturday, 6 PM-2 AM.
Saturday, 6 PM-2 AM.

RAMS (Rays, Angels, Mariners, and Spirits)

MINI-SKIRT CONTEST FINALS
5100 CASH
EL PRESIDENTE WINNER
5000 CASH

GAME ROOM
5 pool tables - 12 TV screens
Tuesdays: Free Bingo

THE LANDING
630 K Street, 233-3077
Across from Horton Plaza parking

DOWNTOWN'S FINEST
FUN SPOT Ask Antony!!

PSYCHEDELIC ACID HOUSE
The Newest Dance Grooves
No Cover. 60's Beer & 1980's Drinks

PATRICK'S
THE LANDING
630 K Street, 233-3077

SAT & SUN. BRUNCH 9AM-2PM

DAILY PLANET
1200 Garfield Avenue - PM - 272-6066

INDULGE YOURSELF!

OUT OF THIS WORLD FOOD AND DRINK DOWN TO EARTH PRICES!

New Daily Specials

LIVE MUSIC: Liquid Jesus

SUNDAY BRUNCH 9AM-2PM

CLUB MICK'S
FLASHBACK THURSDAYS
ROCKOLA
50c only & Plastic knock-off drink $1.25 Domestic. 3:00 AM

SERIOUS GUISE
FRIDAYS $1.50 ICED TEAS ALL NIGHT!
SATURDAY HAPPY HOUR 6PM-10PM ALL DRINKS $1.50

NOW OPEN MONDAYS Scrapbook
MONDAY NIGHT BAND

TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE REGGAE PARTY
COMMON SENSE

SUNSET TERRACE
1901 Pacific Beach Boulevard - PM - 272-6066

THURSDAY "PATRICK'S" 8PM - 11PM

BIG BAND FROM THE HAMPTONS, NY

428 F Street 233-3077
Across from Horton Plaza parking

SUNSET TERRACE
1901 Pacific Beach Boulevard - PM - 272-6066

BEST BRUNCH AT THE BEACH
Sunday brunch from 11AM to 3PM

CLUB DIEGO'S
960 Garnet Ave, Pacific Beach, 272-1241

SUNDAY LUNCH 11AM-3PM

Lounge & Restaurant
301 Broadway, San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 232-3121

SUNDAY LUNCH 11AM-3PM

Lounge & Restaurant
301 Broadway, San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 232-3121
Loud Music. Psychedelic Lights. (Just What Jim Morrison Had In Mind.)

CURRENT MOVIES

Poison

JANE FONDA | ROBERT DUVALL

The two lively showbrothers George Burns and Bob Hope in a shrewd and affectionate look at their contrasting, but equally appealing, styles. (Argo-Paramount)

Fielder Cook, Ron Howard, and Peter Fonda

The Doors

L A N D I N G M I L E S I N

The documentary that chronicles the rise and fall of the legendary rock group, The Doors. (Columbia)

Now Playing

Funniest Movie of the Year!

"Wacky and Witty!"

PLAYING IN THEATERS

Friday: Field, Kline, Downey, Goldberg

Soapdish

SCHRADER'S HYPNOTIC THRILLER supplies intelligent pleasures as well as gruesome chills.

"A POWERFULLY EROTIC, DEEPLY DISTURBING MOVIE."

Now Playing

Bugsy

"Aלמות לмедицин.Psychedelic Lights. (Just What Jim Morrison Had In Mind.)

CURRENT MOVIES

Poison

JANE FONDA | ROBERT DUVALL

The two lively showbrothers George Burns and Bob Hope in a shrewd and affectionate look at their contrasting, but equally appealing, styles. (Argo-Paramount)

Fielder Cook, Ron Howard, and Peter Fonda

The Doors

L A N D I N G M I L E S I N

The documentary that chronicles the rise and fall of the legendary rock group, The Doors. (Columbia)

Now Playing

Funniest Movie of the Year!

"Wacky and Witty!"

PLAYING IN THEATERS

Friday: Field, Kline, Downey, Goldberg

Soapdish

SCHRADER'S HYPNOTIC THRILLER supplies intelligent pleasures as well as gruesome chills.

"A POWERFULLY EROTIC, DEEPLY DISTURBING MOVIE."

Now Playing

Bugsy

"A Riotous Comedy... To Be One of the Big Hits of the Year."

"A Million Laughs From the First Frame to the Last."

"The Best Movie of The Summer!

Plenty of Laughs.

Lots of Fun."

"This Summer's Blockbuster Comedy Hit!"
CURRENT MOVIES

MOVIE DIRECTORY

KCBQ Remembers...
Those fun-loving High School days! You can live them again at...
San Diego's GREATEST
HIGH SCHOOL Reunion!
San Diego Public Library & 7-ELEVEN

June 21, 1991 at 7 p.m.
Sheraton Harbor Island

If you graduated from high school in the 60's or 70's or you know someone who did...you're invited! See 1960's & 70's hit-makers THREE DOG NIGHT. Enjoy other great entertainment and food at the reunion of a lifetime and remember to listen to KCBQ for more details...Tickets are $10.50 and all proceeds benefit the Gaslamp Quarter Theatre Co.

Reunion co-sponsors

Concert Produced by Jaguar Productions

San Diego Union - June 6, 1991
UCSD NURSES AIM HIGHER

This ability to effectively meet the demands of professional nursing with a strong commitment to providing quality care is a requirement for new hires. Applicants must meet the following qualifications:

- California Registered Nurse (R.N.) License
- Must be a U.S. Citizen or permanent resident
- Minimum Age: 18 years old
- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
- Ability to work effectively as part of a team
- Ability to handle stressful situations and maintain a positive attitude

Applications are being accepted from experienced R.N.s who are interested in working at UCSD. If you meet the qualifications and are interested in joining our team, please submit your application as soon as possible.

For more information, please contact:
San Diego Dept of Personnel Management
531-COPS
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 531-COPS

You couldn't have picked a better place to find a permanent or temporary job.

Introducing the San Diego Reader's

JOB FINDERS HOTLINE

1.900.844.JOBS

Reach many unadvertised job openings in San Diego County.

Discover that finding a new job is no longer a full-time job.

The best jobs go quickly...

- You could be starting your new job in just 24 hours.
- You will receive weekly job updates to keep you informed.
- Enjoy the convenience of being able to apply from anywhere.

Employers

- High demand for qualified candidates
- Competitive salaries and benefits
- Fast-paced work environment

Free Job Finders Handbook

Everyone who calls 1.900.844.JOBS can receive our free handbook which includes information on how to find the best job. To order your free handbook, please call 1.900.844.JOBS.
Help Us Help Them

Shine a light in the darkness

For those who are homeless and need assistance, help is available. We are seeking volunteers to fill various positions, including:

- Medical Volunteers
- Clinic Volunteers
- Office Volunteers

Contact us for more information:

Phone: 555-1234
Email: info@helpthem.org

Business Opportunities

Looking for a new opportunity? Join a dynamic team today!

- Senior Care Services
- Home Improvement Projects
- IT Support

Job Training

Gain valuable skills and prepare for a better future.

- Vocational Training
- Online Courses
- Apprenticeships

Lessons

Enhance your learning and skills:

- Language Classes
- Computer Skills
- Music Lessons

Health & Fitness

Maintain your well-being:

- Yoga & Pilates
- Personal Training
- Nutrition Classes

Help Wanted

Join our team and make a difference:

- Administrative Assistant
- Sales Representative
- IT Specialist

Call us today to learn more!

Phone: 555-5555
Email: careers@yourcompany.com

Thank you for your assistance.

[Image of a person holding a light bulb with text: "Help Us Help Them. Shine a light in the darkness."]
TRAVEL & GETAWAYS

ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES

FOR SALE

SERVICES

DRUNK DRIVING?
Know Your Legal Rights!
FORMER SAN DIEGO PROSECUTOR
An aggressive criminal defense may
SAVE YOUR LICENSE - KEEP YOU OUT OF JAIL
GENERALLY AVOID COURT APPEARANCE

Andrew H. Wilensky
LAW OFFICES
FREE CONSULTATION.. 237-1700
638 FIFTH AVENUE, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA.

SHAPE-UP NOW
TONING TABLES
LOSE UP TO 10" IN ONE MONTH!
BODY WRAPS
$30 $40 $55
"FIT FOR MEN"
$34...

FOR YOUR BODY ONLY
DIRECTIONS: 619-230-2000
THE RANCH COMMUNITY...
PIONEER WAREHOUSE LOFTS

In close proximity to San Diego's developing city center, each of the 45 Pioneer Warehouse Lofts offers the urban dweller unique flavor & style.

Exposed concrete ceilings • Artisanal architecture • Study rooms • Five-story garden deck with views • Security parking with valet • 9.25% fixed interest rate • Simulated hardwood floors • 1,800 to 1,900 square feet • $800 to $1,000 monthly

PIONEER WAREHOUSE
LOFTS
311 Fourth Avenue
Downtown San Diego - 231-1504
Leasing office on site opens Monday-Friday 10:00 am-4:00 pm, Saturday 10:00 am-2:00 pm Saturday and Sunday.
PRE-SUMMER SALE

1990 DAIHATSU CHARADE SE
      MSRP: $8,845
      Caravan Discount: $1,162
      Only... $6,683**

1990 DAIHATSU CHARADE SE 4-DOOR
      MSRP: $9,650
      Caravan Discount: $1,095
      Only... $8,555**

1990 DAIHATSU ROCKY SE HARD-TOP
      MSRP: $13,868
      Caravan Discount: $4,020
      Only... $9,848**

1991 ISUZU STYLUS
      MSRP: $8,473
      Dealer Discount: $6,995**

1991 ISUZU TROOPER LS
      MSRP: $16,129
      Dealer Discount: $9,995**

1991 ISUZU IMPULSE XS
      MSRP: $14,953
      Dealer Discount: $4,539
      WOW! $9,995

1991 ISUZU RODEO XS 4X4
      Only! $18,988

1991 SUBARU LEGACY LS 4x4 Wagon
      MSRP: $18,387
      Cash Rebate: $4,000
      Only... $14,387

1991 SUBARU LEGACY L+ SEDAN
      MSRP: $18,387
      Cash Rebate: $2,000
      Only... $16,387

1991 SUBARU JUSTY 4x4 5-DOOR
      MSRP: $5,378
      Dealer Discount: $395
      Only... $4,983

1991 SUBARU PICK-UP
      MSRP: $18,064
      Only... $12,998

Kearny Mesa Subaru/Isuzu/Daikin
5010 Kearny Mesa Road • 278-7100

The 1991 Peugeots have arrived!

Kearny Mesa Subaru/Isuzu #1*/Daihatsu/Peugeot
5010 Kearny Mesa Road
In Carland Kearny Mesa
278-7100